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'Giant nerds' unite for explosive anthology
Comics collective explores outer limits of sci-fi
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The aging population has become an

epidemic. Robots work as babysitters. A

homeless man encounters a shape-shifting

marketing machine.

These are just a few of the scenarios from

Exploded View, the science fiction comic

book anthology being released this

Saturday night at the Ayden Gallery on

West Pender Street.

The launch is expected to be slightly more

raucous than the average gallery unveiling

as comic artists and fans mix, and panels

from the graphic novel hang from the

walls.

The 250-page black and white comic book

is the latest yearly offering from 25

Vancouver artists and storytellers working under the Cloudscape Comics

banner.

Cloudscape Comics exists outside traditional publishing, with the artists and

writers providing the $4,000 needed to publish a new book.

"It's kind of an each according to his means situation," said Kevin Forbes, editor

and one of the writers of Exploded View.

Forbes said contributions varied depending on how much the artists could

afford.

Exploded View is the fourth anthology released by Cloudscape Comics, and their

first foray into science fiction. The book sells for $10.95.

"[It's] an outlet for local comic talent to flourish," Forbes said.

And the reason for the science fiction theme? "A lot of us are giant nerds,"

Forbes said.

While self-effacing in one breath, Forbes becomes passionate as he discusses

the storylines and art featured in the new book.

A cartoon style that would seem the perfect place for a Bugs Bunny adventure

becomes one of many settings for what Forbes called "post-apocalyptic battles,

cyber punk and robot film noir."
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The nerd collective was largely spearheaded by Jeff Ellis, one of the organizers

of Cloudscape Comics.

"I had a dream that I wanted to boost local comics in Vancouver," Ellis said.

Inspired in part by what he called the "drink and draw" nights at The Wallflower

Modern Diner on Main Street where local artists create comic-style panels and

figures over pints of beer, Ellis set out to create Cloudburst Comics.

He found Vancouver artists unique in that they strived for creativity outside the

Batman/Spiderman realm while avoiding the pitfalls of some underground

comics.

"They don't draw superheroes and they don't draw sad guys looking for a date,"

Ellis said.

Oscillating between the autobiographical and the fantastic, Angela Melick is one

of the most interesting artists contributing to Exploded View.

Better known for Wasted Talent, her web comic featuring observations and

slices of her own life, Melick looked to Japan for science fiction inspiration.

"The aging population syndrome has become an epidemic," Melick said,

describing her story as well as a real problem faced by Japan.

A mechanical engineer by day, Melick is interested in repair work, and in her

story "The Mechanics," maintenance goes both ways.

In order to care for the elderly, the society in Melick's alien world resorts to

using robots. But as the border between machines and humanity becomes

fainter, there seems to be no one to care for the robots.

Melick is one of three artists planning to do an in-store appearance at Golden

Age comic book shop on Granville Street to promote the new book, March 10.

Other artists are scheduled to appear at shops throughout Vancouver including

Elfsar in Yaletown, Big Pete's in Lonsdale, The Comic Shop on West Fourth

Avenue and RX and Lucky's, both on Main Street.

The March 6 launch party for Exploded View begins at 7 p.m. at the Ayden

Gallery, 88 West Pender St. on the second floor of International Village

(Tinseltown).
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